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PART # DESCRIPTION 

1 Air cap ring L0215 

2 Air cap L0205 

3 Spray direction plate L0206 

4 Solution nozzle/spray tip L0284 

5 Solution nozzle gasket l L0211 

6 Solution Needle L0283 

7 Spring L0216 

8 Solution Flow Screw L0210 

9 Gland nut L0208 

10 Gland seal L0272 

11 Pick-up tube L0947 

12 Cup gasket L0335 

13 Cup (Clear) L0909 

14 Twist Lock Hose assembly L0291 

15 Filter L0290 
 



SIMPLE SPRAY GUN SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

PROPER SETUP WILL MAKE THE DIFFRENCE BETWEEN A GREAT APPLICATION AND A HORRIBLE 

APPLICATION. 

1. Locate the Solution Flow Screw on the back of the spray gun. Part # 8 

 

2. Turn Clockwise to “Close” or reduce the spray pattern width, turn counterclockwise to “Open” or increase spray 
pattern width. 

3. Your goal is a 4 inch wide spray pattern spraying 4 inches away from the client’s body. Test on a white (light) 
towel until this setting is achieved. A wider pattern will only waste product. Spraying farther away only makes a 
mess and again waste product. THIS IS THE WAY TO SPRAY!!!!! 

4. Locate the “Air Cap” (part #2) on the front of the spray gun.  This is where the solution is sprayed out of the gun. 
You will see a pair of “horns”. When these horns are in the vertical position, you will spray up and down. When 
these are in the horizontal position, you will spray left to right. 

5. Simply loosen the air cap ring (part# 1) to adjust the horns in your preferred direction. There is no “correct” way. 
What works for you is all that matters. Tighten the Air Cap Ring after adjustment. 

  

                             HORNS IN HORIZONTAL POSITION)                                            HORNS IN VERTICAL POSTION 

                                       (Spray Left to Right)                         (Spray Up and Down) 

 

Quick Tips: 

Use no more than 2 oz per application. Using more is a waste of product with no benefit. 

Always do two (2) coats, 1 oz each coat. A single heavy coat does not work as well as two light coats. 

 Best developed color results will be achieved by waiting 8-12 hours after application before first shower. 

Apply very little to hands and feet, too much on these areas never works!! 

Your application time should take no longer than 5 minutes; you will be able to achieve a 2-3 minute application with practice. 

If you see “runs” or “beading”…you are probably going to slow…..MOVE THE GUN FASTER. 

Rinse your spray gun with warm water after use, that’s all that is needed to keep your gun clean. 

For great tips on using HVLP Systems in Spray Tanning visit 

www.hvlptanning.com 

 

http://www.hvlptanning.com/


SETUP AND USING YOUR MaxiMist Lite  

1. Remove all contents from box. 

2. Insert hose to Turbine, you will notice that one end of the hose has small locking nibs. Insert and twist to the 

right. This locks the hose into the turbine. 

3. Insert hose into Spray Gun. Push completely in with slight pressure. 

4. Fill cup with solution up to the 4 oz mark. Use NO MORE than 2 oz’s per application applied in two (2) 1 oz 

coats. Follow the above “Simple Spray Gun Setup Instructions” above to properly set you spray gun up for 

proper application. Turn unit on. Test the spray pattern width on a white cotton towel. Spray no more than 4 

inches away, this is the same distance you will use when doing an actual application. Keep the Turbine as far 

away as possible from the spray area. The Turbine consumes large volumes of air and if to close this can cause 

the Turbine to “inhale” the tanning solution overspray and can cause damage to the unit.  The ON/OFF Switch 

is located on the Top of the Turbine Unit.  Turn it on.  You will hear a sound similar to a vacuum cleaner.  You 

may also notice that air is now blowing out of the front of the Spray Gun .This is correct.  Air will continually 

flow from the air cap of the Spray Gun as long as the Turbine Unit is running and the air hose is connected. 

 

5. Make swift vertical or horizontal movements (dependant on the direction of the Air cap part #2) over the 

body. KEEP THE SPRAY GUN IN AN UPRIGHT POSITION, DO NOT ROCK OT TIP!!!!! 

Proper spraying technique 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Do not overlap a just applied part of the body; you need to give the solution time to absorb into the skin. 

Doing so will cause drips and runs or beading on the skin. 

7. Do 1 (one) full body coverage, then start back at the beginning and apply the second coat. 

8. After you have applied the second coat, stand in front of a fan until dry, should take no more than a few 

minutes unless you have over applied the product. REMBER, never more than 2 oz’s per full body application. 

9. You can shower in as little as 4 hours, for best results wait 8-12 hours. 

10. After you are done with your MaxiMist Lite for the day, simply put some tap water into the cup and spray 

until clear to rinse out any tanning solution residue. 

11. On occasion, check the Turbine Air Filter (part# 15), if it appears dirty or saturated, simply rinse out and 

replace.  



 

 

MaxiMist Lite (USA Model) 

12 Month Limited Warranty 

 

 

This machine and Equipment is WARRANTED by Spray Tan Direct and its approved distributors for a total period of 

TWELVE MONTHS from the ORIGINAL date of purchase by the ORIGINAL PURCHASER. Proof of purchase is to be 

included and all SHIPPING CHARGES (both ways) to be pre-paid for all warranty returns. This warranty is for the Turbine 

Motor ONLY. Hose’s and Spray Gun parts are not covered. 

 

Spray Tan Direct, upon examination of the machine/equipment will replace or repair at their discretion any defects in 
material or workmanship. 
 

This WARRANTY does NOT include:  miss-use, damage, neglect, alterations, disassembled equipment or modifications, 

lack of maintenance, cleaning, water damage to electrical parts and INCORRECT VOLTAGE CONNECTION.  This 

WARRANTY is in lieu of all other express warranties, any WARRANTY implied by law, including but not limited to implied 

warranties of merchantability or fitness, is excluded to the maximum extent permitted by law and, if not excludable, it  is 

limited to the duration of the express Warranty.  No representative or person is authorized to extend this Warranty or to 

create for Spray Tan Direct or any other liability in connection with the sale of any Spray Tan Direct product.  Spray 

Tan Direct shall not be liable for any consequential, incidental, or special damages of any kind directly or indirectly 

resulting from breach of any express or implied Warranty.  Some States do allow the exclusion of limitation of incidental or 

consequential damages or limitations on the length of any Warranty so that the above limitations and exclusions may not 

apply to you; however, to the maximum extent permitted under applicable law, the only rights and remedies shall be to 

obtain a replacement for any defective product.  This Warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other 

rights which vary from state to state and country to country. 

 

Spray Tan Direct 

11920 31st Ct N 

St Petersburg, Fla  33716 

727 834 9435 

 

CONTACT YOUR DEALER FOR ALL WARRANTY CONCERNS AND 

ASSISTANCE. 

 

   


